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Tackle the cost, efficiency, and risk management challenges at every stage of Privilege review

Identify Privileged content with enhanced accuracy leveraging sophisticated AI technology, workflow and analytics expertise

Be supported through a best-in-class consultative approach powered by experts in Review Management and Analytics

Accelerate privilege review and reduce costs by prioritizing Privileged content for faster and more accurate  privilege decisions

Global Leader in Legal Consulting and Services
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Learn more at: 
consilio.com/complete
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Optimize Privilege Review: Unlock Accurate Efficiency 

In today’s legal and corporate landscapes, the efficient review of privileged documents is a critical 
challenge, often leading to significant expenditure and resource allocation. Firms are constantly seeking 
ways to optimize the review process while maintaining the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive 
information. 

Consilio addresses this pressing issue with Complete AI Priv 
Review—a robust, AI-powered solution that transforms the privilege 
review process. By integrating cutting-edge technology, advanced 
workflow methodologies, and analytics expertise, this solution 
offers a streamlined, cost-effective approach to identifying, 
protecting, and managing privileged documents throughout the 
review stages.

Advantages of Complete AI Priv Review

• Client Consistency – Automate tiered term sets across client matters, ensuring consistent 
document coding and storing client-specific lists in Relativity. This boosts knowledge sharing 
and coding uniformity across various cases.

• Matter Consistency – Pre 1LR Coding targets key privilege terms specific to each matter, 
enhancing the accuracy and consistency of document review relevant to the case at hand.

• User Friendly – An intuitive Relativity dashboard simplifies quality control, allowing users to 
manage and oversee the review process effectively and with greater ease.

• Traditional Analytics – Structured analytics and duplicate analysis support consistent quality 
checks, streamlining the review process by identifying similar documents and coding patterns.

• Technology Assisted Review – Privilege modeling uses AI to improve QC, identifying privileged 
documents more accurately and reducing the need for exhaustive manual reviews.
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